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Abstract 
In the currently existing Chinese corpus, there are 

few speech corpora identifying Chinese as an 

interlanguage. In this study, we are attempting to 

refer to the Corpus of Spontaneous Japanese(CSJ) 

(Maekawa 2003) to construct a pilot version of the 

Chinese Learner’s Speech Corpus, and meanwhile, 

verify the developing feasibility of it. 

We focus on the XML documentation, which is a 

feature of CSJ . Useful information integrated will 

be transformed into the XML documents and 

through which grammatical and morphological 

phenomena can be retrieved conveniently. 

We consider the evaluation facts can be 

applied well in the field of teaching Chinese as 

a foreign language. 

 
1 Introduction 

In the currently existing Chinese corpus, speech 

corpora are definitely the minority. Furthermore, 

there are few speech corpora identifying Chinese as 

an interlanguage, which is an emerging linguistic 

system that has been developed by a learner of a 

second language (or L2) who has not become fully 

proficient yet but is only approximating the target 

language. Accordingly, the Chinese Learner’s 

Speech Corpus shows the importance as well in the 

research of second language acquisition. 

In this study, we are attempting to construct a 

pilot version of the Chinese Learner’s Speech 

Corpus refering to CSJ and meanwhile, verify the 

developing feasibility of it. 

First we made a questionnaire survey at one of 

the institutions of teaching Chinese as a foreign 

language in Shanghai and obtained quite a lot of 

useful information about what kinds of annotation 

are valuable to the research of language acquisition, 

as well as to the teaching and the learning in the 

field of teaching Chinese as a foreign language from 

some teachers at work (details in Section3: 

Questionnaires). And then, referring to the results 

of the questionnaires, we decide to collect one 

speech of 10 speakers each about 100 minutes 

 

totally and 3-4 native languages are involved. When 

transcribing the speech data, we annotate some 

information which can realize the evaluation of the 

pilot version, and the details will be discussed in 

section 4.3: Annotation. Then we focus on the 

XML documentation, which is a feature of CSJ and 
proved effective in eliminating conflicts occurring 

among various kinds of additive information on one 

and the same speech in CSJ (details in section 2: 

Previous Study). the transcription data with 

morphological and annotating information 

integrated will be transformed into the XML 

documents and through which grammatical and 

morphological phenomena can be retrieved 

conveniently. 

 

2 Previous Study 

We mainly refer to the tentative ideas of 

constructing Chinese Learners’ Spoken Corpus 

(Yang Yi et al.) and the construction of 

CSJ(The National Institute for Japanese 

Language 2008), especially the part explaining 

XML document (H.Kikuchi 2008). From the 

former study, we confirm the feasibility of 

constructing a pilot version of Chinese 

Learners’ Speech Corpus by collecting a few 

data ourselves, and however, from the latter, we 

hypothesize that the XML format of data, 

which has been proved effective in CSJ, could 

also be used in our pilot version. In CSJ, due to 

the various kinds of additive information, 

conflicts occur and the testifying of consistency 

is sabotaged. Furthermore, retrieving based on 

the dependency relation can also be realized if 

the data are organized in XML formats. 
After reading the two references above, we can’t 

help thinking about whether  the Chinese Learners’ 

Speech Corpus  can be constructed by referring to 

the XML documentation part in CSJ. To prove the 

feasibility, we decide to obtain some advice and 

opinions from our assuming users. 
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3 Questionnaires 

To find out what our assuming users(teachers as 

the main and learners as the second) really want, we 

carry out a questionnaire survey. 

We have received eight questionnaires from 

teachers of teaching Chinese as a foreign language 

with different backgrounds in teaching years and 

experiences respectively. The purpose of the 

questionnaires this time is to collect the opinions on 

the details of construction and to get a basic view of 

the present field’s condition of teaching Chinese as a 

foreign language. 

The main theme of the questionnaires is about the 

construction of Chinese learners’ Speech Corpus. 
The basic forms of the question are choice (including 

multiple choice), blank filling, and question answering. 

All the questionnaires are kept anonymous. 

For example, we raise a question about how the 

teachers think about the difficulty for foreign 

Chinese learners in pronunciation and dialogue and 

we obtained the answers showed in Figure 1 below 

(the original texts in Chinese). 

 

 
Figure 1: Answers of Question 10 

(the original texts in Chinese) 

 

For another example,we raise a question in order 

to get the information about the kinds of demanding 

data as Figure 2 below: 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 2: Question(choice) 

 

 

And we got the anwsers showed as Table 2 

below: 

 

Answers �umber(person) 

A. aloud-reading 3 

B. presentation 6 

C. dialogues 5 

D. dialogues rereading 3 

E. transcription 4 

F. others 1 

Table 1: Answers of the question 

 

Regarding of the opinions given by the 

experienced teachers, we consider them valuable 

and  become to focus on four tones, word order, 

interfering from mother tongues  and etc, which 

would also be reflected in the section 4.3: 

Annotation.We also got our theoretical basis for the 

quantity of data required, annnotations, functions, 

kinds of information with which we can execute the 

construction into details. 

 

4 Details of courpus 

4.1 Data sources and processing 

We collect one speech of about 10 speakers each, 

approximately 100 minutes totally and 3-4 native 

languages are involved. The study levels of 

speakers vary from the novice to the superior. The 

lengths of speeches are about 10-25 minutes which  

considered enough for grammatical or 

morphological analysis according to the results of 

questionnaires survey mentioned above. Data are 

totally kept anonymous and collected by desktop 

microphone or telephone. 

In processing, first we pick out proper data and 

then divide each into utterances. In the pilot version, 

considering about the emphasis are put on 

grammatical disfluency and morphological 

information, we divide utterances into segments 

with complete  meanings and  write it clearly as a 

deviding rule in the data processing manual. 

Furthermore, we transcribe the utterances and 

annotate mistakes and disfluencies occurred in the 

speech with the results saved in files respectively. 

 

4.2 XML documentation 

Considering features of the interlanguage corpus, 

we build a hierarchical data structure of the base 

XML (refer to Figure 3 below) . 

On the top there is the TALK element, which is to 

be derived from the information about each speech 

data including speaker’s information. The next level 

is U(utterance) element, who has two chirdren, 

WU(word unit) and GD(grammatic disfluency). 

The information of U element are mainly from  

a. interfere from mother tongues and word 

order(发音有些部分会有母语干扰，会话上是

语序的问题) 

b. tone and proverbs(发音方面，声调是难点，

还有部分发音如果学习者语音虽无，或听似

有，其实发音方法不对。会话方面，汉语的俗

语是难点 发音方面声调是个大问题，某些容易

引起偏误) 

c. lack of imagination(缺乏发挥的能力。比如说

对一个固定句型进行练习时，有些学习者的创

造发挥力较拘谨) 

d. pronunciation and grammar(发音错误，会话

语法错误) 

e. unique phones in Chinese(发音方面如复韵

母，i, u,辅音x, sh等较难掌握) 

f. limit in ability of communication(会话方面较

困难的是学习者原有的交际能力有限) 

 

If this corpus was finished, what kind of data 

would you like to use? (multiple choice) 

A. reading B. presentation C. dialogue D. dialogue 

rereading E. transcription F. Others(description) 
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Figure 3: Principal part of the hierarchical 

data structure of the Chinese Learner’s Speech 
Corpus XML 

 

Transcriptions. WU element contains pronunciation 

and morphological analysis, however, GD element 

represents grammatic disfluency occurred in the 

speech data. At bottom of the hierarchy, the  

D (disfluency) element, Whose parent is the WU 

element, consists of all the disfluencies(not 

grammatically), such like the  mispronunciation in 

four tones, muttering, repeating and so on. 

The attributes in detail are listed in Table 2 aside, 

with which the XML documents can be organized 

like the sample(refer to Figure 4) below in page 4. 

 

4.3 Annotation  
To prove the feasibility and efficiency of the pilot 

version we construct, evaluations are certainly 

required. 

According to the questionnaire survey mentioned 

above, the pilot version of Chinese Learners’ 

Speech Corpus can be evaluated in various ways. 

For example, the situations of disorder can be 

understood at one glance by searching the tag<O>, 

which are annotated on sentences in wrong order. 

The original texts can also be called out and the 

proportion of disorder can be given if further views 

are necessary. Moreover, as a big problem in 

Chinese learning, the use of particle such like ‘的’ 

and ‘了’ seems to be paid attention to by both 

teachers and learners. In this case, we annotate the 

misuse and neglect of particle as tag<P> so that 

users can grasp the situation by searching the tag. 

Besides, there are a few other items like above to  

Table 2: The attributes of the Chinese Learner’s 

Speech Corpus XML 

 

 

 

 

EleEleEleEle    

mentmentmentment    AttributeAttributeAttributeAttribute    CommentsCommentsCommentsComments    

valuevaluevaluevalue    

(example)(example)(example)(example)    

TALK  

    TalkID ID of talk F1 

 SpeakerGender gender male 

 SpeakerAge age 37 

 

Speaker 

Nationality nationality Belgian 

 

Speaker 

MotherTongue mother tongue French 

 SpeakerLevel level 80hours 

 

Comment 

Strings comments free talk 

U  

 UID ID of U 0024 

 Ustart start time 00000.123 

 UEnd end time 00000.321 

WU  

 WUID ID of word unit 1 

 

WU 

DictionaryForm 

Chinese  

characters 我 

 

WU 

Pronunciation pronunciation wo3 

 WUPOS 

part Of 

speech pronp 

 LineID ID of line 3 

GD  

 TagOrder order tag<O> 

 TagIncomplete incomplete tag<I> 

 TagMatch match tag<M> 

 TagParticle particle tag<P> 

 TagDuplicate duplicate tag<D> 

 TagLiang measure word tag<L> 

 TagMeaning meaning tag<E> 

 TagTone tone tag<T> 

D  

 TagFalterer falterer tag<？> 

 TagRepeat repeat tag<！> 

 TagProlonger prolonger tag<￥> 

 TagNative native tag<·> 

 TagMutter mutter tag<|> 

 

TagTopic 

Switch topic switch tag<#> 
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evaluate this pilot version. Thanks to the XML 

documents, mistakes and disfluencies occurred in 

the speech data can be easily retrieved with time 

information and original texts as well by using the 

XML browser. 

 

5 Conclusion and Future Work 

We consider the evaluation facts can be applied 

well in the field of teaching Chinese as a foreign 

language. However,  the Chinese Learner’s Speech  

 

Corpus can also function as an instruction for both 

teachers and learners, and be used as a reference of 

compiling teaching materials as well. 

In this study, We ignored most phonetic mistakes 

made by speakers except some serious 

mispronunciation of four tones in Chinese, which 

should be definitely improved in the future. 

Meanwhile, means of collecting data should also 

be reconsidered in order to obtain clearer speeches 

for phonetic study. 

On the other hands, the data collected are also far 

from adequate and various in languages for 

constructing a full version of Chinese Learners’ 

Speech Corpus. 

Last but not the least, we consider the pilot 

version of Chinese Learners’ Speech Corpus should 

have been evaluated more through being put into 

practical use in the field of teaching Chinese as a 

foreign language. And the XML documentation 

should also be realized automatically by 

programming in the future, too. 
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Figure 3: Annotation data in XML format 

 

<?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8"?> 

<TALK TalkID="F1"  

SpeakerNationality="Belgian" 

SpeakerMotherTongue="French"  

SpeakerLevel="80hours" 

SpeakerAge="37"  

SpeakerGender="male" > 

<Comment CommentStrings= "FreeTalkID:F1"/> 

<U UID="0001" UStart="3.3853400"  

UEnd="3.9815170" > 

<WU WUID="001" WUPOS="adv" 

 LineID="001"  WUDictionaryForm="很"  

WUPronunciation="hen3" >  

</WU> 

<WU WUID="002" WUPOS="a" 

LineID="002" WUDictionaryForm="好"  

WUPronunciation="hao3" >  

</WU> 

</U> 

<U UID="0002" UStart="5.4798734"  

UEnd="6.2035513" > 

<WU WUID="001" WUPOS="pronp"  

LineID="001" WUDictionaryForm="我"  

WUPronunciation="wo3" > 

<D DID="001" TagProlonger= "1" />  

</WU>  

</U> 

<U UID="002" UStart="9.2992172"  

UEnd="9.7395688" > 

<GD GDID="001" TagIncomplete="1"/> 

<WU WUID="00" WUPOS="pronp"  

LineID="001"  WUDictionaryForm="你"  

WUPronunciation="ni3" > 

</WU> 

<WU WUID="002" WUPOS="v"  

LineID="002"  WUDictionaryForm="知道" 

WUPronunciation="zhi1dao4" > 

</WU> 

</U>  

</TALK> 

... 

 


